The Wooly Enquirer

13 February 2009
With the lands of Darol our last bastion of hope in this war on the moose carcass, President FPS Gibbs glances around to find his territorial assets, well, no longer assets. Alas, with Jon raising an army of stalkers and www.KennysPiratedSoftware.com finally shut down for a “homework error,” it may yet be that the Lysol will prevail...

In Brief:
✧ In the wake of the Post-BIGTIME Yuri Review Depression, the Needy Alex Foundation begins in great (BIGTIME) need of Physics help.
✧ Under the cover of the stoplight dance, Robert managed to secure the launch codes to Bursley’s vast nuclear arsenal. Take that Yi!
✧ AeroFest will be having a second go this week... please respond if interested.
✧ Our dear Jeff Paulus and Andrew Hainen have been selected to audition for the next season of Desperate Housewives.
✧ The Gibbs Administration has called a recess to go play parachute with a sheep.
✧ Ex-Duke Larson has been selected to be Hall Grandma. Yay for Burnt Cookies!
✧ On this Frisbee Friday the 13th, we solemnly ask our readers for a moment of silence in honor of the fallen warriors aboard The MegaPanda.

Sir Jason of Hainen Unveils <Mammoth> Remodeling Scheme
In response to popular demand, the walls of 4th Doug are set to be soundproofed in time for the fall semester. By bringing in master architect, Sir Jason of Hainen, the Bursley Hall Council (who?) is excited at what may be in store. Already it is whispered that Sir Jason is proposing some truly “mammoth” schemes. Incorporating new micro-mammoth technology, his plan calls for installing miniaturized wooly mammoths within the walls, as well as Peter’s computer. Not only that, but by request, residents can at any time call in a full-size wooly mammoth (factory-certified to stomp out any Numa Numa Noise). By further layering the hall with rugs of mammoth wool, and marching in backup mammoths for quiet hours, 4th Doug may yet evade the noise of the past.

Wooly Weather Report
Greetings 4th Doug! In the forecast for this week, we begin on Saturday with a happy moose. Said moose is forecasted to die, causing Magnitude Smelly, and later, Magnitude VERY Smelly weather patterns. Rounding it out we are set to be invaded by the notorious Extra-Wooly Mammoth-Fish.
**Larson Publishes Award-Winning Novel**

With acknowledgements to the DBZ Withdrawal Society and Spawn of Warren Publishing Company, Josh Larson jovially released his flagship novel, *Sleeping Habits of Josh Larson: A Case Study* to book stores all across the country. Made possible by the Robert & Robert Rocket Shipping Company, his books are being shipped to global markets at Mach IV. Even Robert can’t explain the success of the Gidley V rocket. “You know, here you are, some random guy in New Zealand, and what happens but this hunk of metal kills your flock of sheep... pretty embarrassing if you ask me.” With such oceangoing success, Larson’s growing fan base may just have to fight with the Paulus Liberation Army until the next novel hits stores.

---

**Praise for Sleeping Habits of Josh Larson**

“Larson really knows his sleeping habits. His characters step out of bed and into the slumberland of lecture”
- Professor Dave Gidley

“From falling out of chairs to tripping over rugs, this tale of epic failure goes unmatched”
- The Fiebelkorn Weekly

“Absolutely terrible. But I liked it.”
- Sexy Grandpa

“A dandy hell-and-high-water techno-political thriller... A master rivaling Sam the Cooking Guy”
- The Slumber Times

“A mammoth tale, worthy for all those long-lost wooly souls who seek adventure”
- The Wooly Enquirer

**www.GrandmaLarson.com**

$16.95 U.S.  
$55.99 CAN

---

Additional Offer!

Pay today in Cactus Money and receive a FREE copy of “Walking with Apatosaurus” by the Fiebs Machine!
Beckerville Publishes Internet Findings
This week, in the world of Beckerville, the humble maintenance guy paid a visit. Below we find a most unique legacy of this man’s visit...

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!